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Disclaimer

Purpose
The sole purpose ("the Purpose") of this confidential Information Memorandum ("the Memorandum") is to provide information on
Glass to Power S.p.A. (herein G2P) to those eligible parties who have expressed an interest in the Company, in order that they may
assess whether or not they wish to proceed with a more detailed review of the matters discussed in the Memorandum.
This Memorandum and the content of it do not, and are not intended to, constitute an offer to the public for sale, prospectus, invitation
to subscribe for or purchase or otherwise acquire, shares or other securities in G2P.

Confidentiality
Use of this Memorandum is strictly limited in the use, circulation and copying of the information embodied herein. Any person in
possession of this Memorandum ("the Recipient") should be familiar with such Agreement before reading, circulating or using the
Memorandum.
Upon request, the Recipient will promptly return all material received without retaining any copies thereof and will destroy any
information derived from the material.
This Memorandum and all other information supplied should not be copied, reproduced or distributed to others at any time without the
prior written consent of G2P (other than to directors, officers, employees and professional advisers of the Recipient who need to know
the confidential information contained therein, and then only to the extent necessary for the purpose of evaluating whether or not and
on what terms the Recipient might proceed with a more detailed review of the matters discussed in the Memorandum and provided
that such persons undertake the same responsibilities as set out herein).
It is a condition of the provision of this information that the confidentiality obligations into which the recipient has entered are made
known to anyone to whom the information is properly given and that party must agree to be bound in similar terms.
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Disclaimer

Verification of information
The information contained in this Memorandum has been provided by the Directors of G2P and has not been checked or verified by
auditors or analogue third parties.
The Directors accept responsibility for the contents of this Memorandum and have reviewed and approved its content.
The information contained herein is being supplied as a guide only and prospective investors must make their own investigations and
must satisfy themselves as to the condition and prospects of the Company's business and the accuracy and completeness of the
statements contained herein.
Neither G2P nor any partner, employee or agent has any authority to make or give any representations or warranty whatsoever, and no
responsibility or liability is accepted by any of them, in relation to the shares, business or prospects of the Company, or with respect to
the adequacy, accuracy, completeness or reasonableness of the facts, opinions, estimates, forecasts, projections or other information set
out in this Memorandum or any further information, written or oral or other, supplied in connection with it.
Nothing contained within this Memorandum is or should be relied upon as a promise or representation as to the future.
The pro-forma and estimated financial information contained herein was prepared expressly for use herein and is based on certain
assumptions and the Directors' analysis of information available at the time this Memorandum was prepared. There is no
representation, warranty or other assurance that any of the projections will be realised.
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Chapter One

The opportunity
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The opportunity 
Energy Efficiency as a major feature in Buildings of New Generation

➢ The environment is a widespread priority at all levels in the attempt to better global conditions, as stated in International agreements such as
the 2016 Paris Agreement, which has shown a strong will by the participating countries to mitigate global warming. As a consequence, a
series of directives planned to be implemented by 2020 in order to reduce gas emissions and energy consumption levels will impact on
everyone’s daily life (like the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive and the Energy Efficiency Directive, respectively EU Directive 2010/31
and 2012/27, corresponding in Italy to the Italian Legislative Decree 04/06/13 no. 63, Law no. 90/13, Legislative Decree 07/04/14 n. 102).

➢ A research conducted by the Lancet Commission on Pollution & Health rings the bell: one-sixth of global deaths, 9 mln people every year, is
caused by pollution. This estimate results to be three times higher than the effect of combined AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria and 15 times
higher than war casualties.

➢ The European Economic Community (EEC) and the Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (OEERE), require net zero emissions for
all new buildings starting from year 2020 (“near-Zero Energy Buildings”) and from 2018 for all public buildings.

➢ It is incontrovertible that commercial and residential buildings play an important role in the environmental sector. Buildings represent the
largest energy–consuming sector, with a level of consumed energy that in some regions accounts also for 80% of the overall consumption.

➢ Buildings energy consumption is caused by heating, water heating, air conditioning, lighting, appliances and various tech products. Therefore
the task of reducing consumption levels in the following years is really daunting.

➢ Buildings of new generation will be less energy-consuming but their construction costs will be higher. Furthermore, an effort will have to be
made to upgrade existing buildings.

Source: IEA – International Energy Agency, EEC and OEERE.
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The opportunity 
Energy Consumption breakdown by Energy Source

➢ The 2016 Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS) is about the consumption levels of commercial buildings, referring to
1979 – 2012. The following relevant graph clearly shows the trend in the energy consumption of buildings by source of energy:

➢ District heat increased during the first half of the time frame analyzed, but it sharply decreased in the second half reaching 1979 levels.

➢ The stake related to fuel oil has diminished continuously to 3% of the total.

➢ Natural gas has also decreased in time, losing 12%.

➢ In 2012 electricity accounts for more than 60% of the energy required by commercial buildings and it is the only energy source continuously
increasing in percentage since the 1980’s.

Source: 2016 Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS) and IEA – International Energy Agency.
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Chapter Two

The solution
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The solution
The Product

➢ G2P is by nature specifically focused on solving environmental issues, willing to provide a feasible solution and to create a product that is well
performing, aesthetically attractive and at reasonable prices.

➢ Based on a unique technology deriving from our scientists’ discovery, G2P is capable to offer a product matching the goals set by EU and
OEERE with high return in terms of timing, efficiency, esthetics and quality.

These are G2P windowpanes:
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The solution 
How Does G2P Innovative Technology Work

➢ Luminescent solar concentrators (LSCs) are photon managing devices, typically consisting of a glass or plastic light-guide
coated or doped with highly emissive chromophores.

➢ Nano-crystals convert solar light into infrared rays. They are then reflected to the edges of the windowpane where a very
thin strip of silicon photovoltaic cells convert the infrared photons into electricity.

➢ The most critical aspect in LSCs has been the self-absorption, due to the (partial) overlap between absorption and
emission spectra in conventional chromophores, preventing light from reaching the LSC edges.
Prof. Brovelli and Prof. Meinardi of the Department of Materials Science of the University of Milano Bicocca discovered how
to impede reabsorption in semiconductor colloidal quantum dots (QDs).
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The solution - How Does G2P Innovative Technology Work

➢ The QDs required by G2P technology do not contain toxic metals and can be produced in large quantities using low cost and highly efficient
techniques. This will enable large production of LSCs and their integration into multi-functional Building Integrated Photovoltaic (BIPV)
modules.

➢ Computer modelling performed at Los Alamos National Laboratory suggests that, in order to attain the desired efficiency level, QDs must be
characterized by emission efficiencies of more than 85–90% and a so-called LSC quality factor (QLSC) of approximately 50, where QLSC is
defined as the ratio of the absorption coefficient averaged over the solar spectrum and the absorption coefficient at the emission wavelength.

➢ The targeted characteristics of the product are:

➢ 1. Optical Efficiency: 3-7% (30-70 watt on 1,000 watt produced by sun light);

➢ 2. Device size: 1m×1m;

➢ 3. Transparency: 70-40% (depending on the required level of optical efficiency).
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The solution 
Main Features

➢ Semi-transparent PV glass with pleasant uniform color, no alteration of color
perception and free of light-obstructing electrodes.

➢ Average Optical Efficiency of 3-5% thanks to highly efficient harvesting of broadband
solar radiation, inhibited losses to reabsorption and a perfect spectral match to silicon
photovoltaics.

➢ Thanks to absence of organic dyes, stability is intrinsically high.

➢ Quantum dots are based on earth-abundant eco-friendly elements.
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The solution 
PV Cell Technology

PV cells can be implemented through different technological processes. The following table shows Optical Efficiency
levels potentially reachable using different methodologies, while spotting their specific weaknesses and the actual
market share gained:
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The solution 
PV Panel Comparison

Here below a comparison of different PV cells in terms of power and transparency:
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The solution 
LSC Technology Comparison

In the QD LSCs segment, G2P has two types of competitors: 1. Devices using QDs in different structures, most commonly
based on cadmium and lead; 2. LSCs based on dye molecules.

QD LSCs represent the only technology capable of producing colourless and “electrode-free” sunlight collectors.

This is a key factor in the integration of solar glass into building façades without distortion of transmitted colours or altering
colour perception.
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The solution 
Competitor analysis

Competitors Company overview

SolarWall

Solarwall is a Building Integrated PV solutions provider, which can replace the conventional construction 
materials, such as facades, windows, roofs.
• It also provides glasses and materials with thermal and sound insulation and filter UV and IR radiations. In 
addition, it provides consulting to the real estate developers and architects in design phase of BiPV projects.

G2P commissioned a market and competitor analysis to Philips :

“Solar concentrators. Competitive deep-dive. By Grail Insight”.

The following 7 potential competitors appear to constitute the most comparable
competitors’ scene.
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The solution 
Competitor analysis

Competitors Company overview

ClearVue PV

ClearVue (formerly Tropiglas Technologies Ltd) is an Australia-based publicly traded company, which develops 
Building integrated Photovoltaic (BiPV) solutions in the form of nano- and micro-solar PV cells. It procures 
glass from a third-party manufacturer for making its solar PV technology-integrated glasses • Vision: Imagine 
a world where consumers are part of the energy solution. 
• Mission: Our mission is to enable consumers to generate their own electricity to power their own homes, 
businesses, greenhouses, cars and mobile devices from one of the world’s most common building materials, 
glass. 

Ubiquitous energy

It develops transparent photovoltaics, which can generate power using solar energy. Its technology can be 
integrated across a range of products, such as wearables, tablets, IoT devices, and buildings. 
• It was spun-out of Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 2012. 
• It has a strategic development agreement with Japan-based AGC (Asahi Glass) to create windows that 
generate power (Jun 2018).

Physee

Physee develops transparent energy generating windows, called ‘Power Windows’. The windows can be 
integrated into a building to generate power and make the building energy neutral. 
• It is a spin-off of Delft University of Technology. 
• Vision: We envision a future of energy neutral buildings where users’ comfort and productivity levels are 
increased. 
• Mission: At Physee our mission is to make buildings comfortable self-thinking power plants.
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The solution 
Competitor analysis

Competitors Company overview

Onyx Solar

Onyx Solar manufactures photovoltaic glass for buildings and provides BiPV consultancy services to aid 
clients and architects in BiPV solutions. It provides a smartphone app to aid users with feasibility studies of 
installing Onyx Solar’s BIPV glass. It also provides photovoltaic pavers for terrace floors and sidewalks. 
• It has developed the world’s first ventilated façade, which can be customized onsite, as per customer 
requirements. 
• Customer Segments: Government, Healthcare, Commercial, Transportation, Retail, Corporate, and 
Education.

Guardian Glass

Guardian Glass, a subsidiary of Guardian Industries, manufactures float and fabricated glass products. It 
offers glass and glass coating solutions across electronics, lighting, and commercial refrigeration products 
• PV Glass: Guardian offers PV glass window, SunGuard PVGU powered by Pythagoras, in partnership with 
Pythagoras Solar, which offers PV glass technology. It started working together to manufacture PVGU in 2012 
• Customer Segments: Commercial, Residential, and Transportation applications. 
• Vision: To create value for our customers and society, and to constantly innovate to improve the value we 
create. 

Morgan Solar

Morgan Solar Inc. is a manufacturer of solar modules, PV Balance Of System (BOS) components, low cost 
light-guiding Concentrated Photovoltaic (CPV) systems, which provides various technologies, including 
SPOTlight— Translucent photovoltaic sun shading technology for buildings. 
• Vision: To develop and take to market new high concentration solar photovoltaic technologies that achieve 
unprecedented price and performance levels. 
• Mission: To make solar energy the most widely used and affordable power source in the world.
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Chapter Three

Market highlights
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Market highlights 
BIPV market at a glance

➢ Interest in integrating photovoltaics in buildings is growing worldwide. The photovoltaic elements

become an integral part of the building (often serving as the exterior weather skin). Photovoltaic

specialists and innovative designers in Europe, Japan, and the U.S. are now exploring creative ways of

incorporating solar power devices into buildings.

➢ A BIPV system consists of integrating photovoltaics modules into the building envelope. Serving both as

building envelope material and power generator, BIPV systems can provide savings in materials and

electricity costs, reduce use of fossil fuels and emission of ozone depleting gases, besides adding

architectural interest.

➢ The advantage of integrated photovoltaics over more common non-integrated systems is that the initial

cost can be offset by reducing the amount spent on building materials and labor that would normally be

used to construct the part of the building that the BIPV modules replace. These advantages make BIPV

one of the fastest growing segments of the photovoltaic industry.

➢ BIPV glass offers the ideal solution for achieving the required energy efficiency and aesthetics for the

green building market, with a global value in excess of $ 1,000 b.

➢ BIPV façade applications are competitive cost wise as an alternative to conventional façade solutions.
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Market highlights 
Size of the market

➢ The segment of BIPV is finally beginning to emerge in the

marketplace after more than 20 years of R&D projects. New

products that incorporate PV modules into actual building materials

are also available from a variety of developers in the BIPV supply

chain.

➢ Market researchers believe that BIPV's best chance to take off

commercially is to emphasize aesthetics and not just energy

efficiency. This will allow BIPV manufacturers to enter new

addressable markets, especially in the U.S., Europe and China,

where the demand for solar panels is already large. BIPV roofing is

still the largest segment of this market, although a significant

growth is expected in both glass and walling applications according

to market analysts like Navigant Market Research, NanoMarkets,

n-tech Research.

➢ It is also their opinion that the BIPV market segment will

experience a fast evolution process, passing from a niche market

to a wider segment in the next future.

➢ While the global outlook for nZEB is strong, the market will start

slowly, according to a new report from Navigant Research.

➢ Navigant’s report “Zero Energy Buildings” estimates that total

nZEB revenues reached $ 629.3 mln in 2014 and will be mostly

focused on the European Union member states for the next 2

decades. Navigant also forecasts that the global nZEB market will

reach $ 1.4 trillion by 2035, which represents a CAGR of 44.5%.

➢ The global market is dominated by Europe with about 40% share,

followed by North America with 27% of annual installations.

According to Global Industry Analysts Inc., Asia Pacific is forecast

to record the fastest growth with a CAGR of 48% over the analysis

period.
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Market highlights 
Market trends 2015-2022

➢ As shown in the left graph hereunder, the total BIPV systems

market is forecasted to grow from about $ 3 billion in 2015 to over

$ 9 billion in 2019, and surge to $ 26 billion by 2022, according to

a n-tech Research report published on July 2015.

➢ While BIPV roofing is still the largest segment of this market until

2022, a significant growth is expected in the glass sector in

particular, representing roughly $ 2.1 billion in shipments by 2018

and $ 6.3 billion by 2022 (30.1% CAGR).

➢ The graph on the right analyses the trend of the glass sector with

a breakdown according to the typology of application.

➢ The nZEB sector will experience the highest increase, while

Prestige Buildings is the only class showing a modest reduction:

this is mainly due to the high energy efficiency and the aesthetics

required for nZEBs.
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Market highlights 
Typology of BIPV applications & target market

1. Rooftop: in-roof systems are the simplest and most common

approach to BIPV taken by the crystalline silicon PV industry by

just modifying existing panel designs and mounting systems to

make them thinner, more uniform, and flush-mountable on top of

existing roofing;

2. Façade (*): facades provide large square foots of area that can be

converted into PV generating surfaces also using PV glass

modules. These modules are mounted on the façade of the

building, over the existing structure, which can increase the

appeal of the building;

3. Glazing (*): (semi)transparent modules can be used to replace

several architectural elements.

(*) BIPV Glass Application

➢ New types of PV glass technologies and price reduction will allow

BIPV glass to be used not only in prestige buildings, which

currently constitute the largest sources of revenue (> 90% in 2015

according to NanoMarkets report), but also in nZEBs, which is a

much larger market and should provide a greater source of

revenue in the long term (largest sub-segment by 2018).

➢ The following tab represents the BIPV Glass addressable market:

in this forecast, G2P aims to take 1% of the European market

(40% of the International market), meaning a niche of the overall

market that accounts for $ 8 mln in 2018 and $ 26 mln in 2022

(data according to the previous researches).
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Market highlights 
Cost range

Cost range according to different façade materials (€ / m2):
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Market highlights 
Glass Value Chain and Potential Partnerships

➢ As a LSCs producer, G2P is positioned in the BIPV suppliers / façade manufacturers segments:

➢ Partnership agreements can potentially be pursued by G2P . In particular:

1. Distribution partnerships (P1) with glass producers, glaziers, window frame manufacturers and spacers builders;

2. Supply Partnerships (P2) with façade manufacturers, general contractors and real estate companies;

3. General partnerships with architects & designers and energy managers.
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Market highlights 
BIPV Key Market Players

Main players in the BIPV market:
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Market highlights 
Porter’s Five Forces Analysis

Porter’s Five Forces analysis on the BIPV market.

Sector structure appears to be competitive but healthy overall, thanks to the ongoing search for innovative solutions.
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Chapter Four

The strategy
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The strategy
Product strategy

G2P has defined a new strategy related the “photovoltaic window”. In particular:

• The nano particles are produced by Nanofarm, owned by G2P, which is operative since beginning 2019.

• G2P is to produce in-house the PMMA (plexiglass) through the opening of Plexifarm, due to be completed 
in the 1st quarter 2020.  A number of strategic partnership is in place to assure present product delivery 
and increase future output.

• The photovoltaic energy strips necessary to transform optical into electrical power, situated on the 
windows’ edges, are going to be produced in-house and production is expected to start during the 1st half 
of 2020.

• G2P formed a strategic partnership with window producers (Pieve vetro for the Italian market) to be ready 
to sell into the market the final product: the photovoltaic window.
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The strategy
Commercial strategy

▪ In-house Production and direct Distribution into Italy and nearby countries of the finished
product.

▪ Internationally G2P acts an Intellectual Property Company transferring the licence to local
companies willing to produce the PMMA and the energy strips but maintaining the
production of the nanoparticles.

▪ G2P mobile teams of professionals will assist local manufacturers.
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The strategy
Graphical representation of the business model

Nanofarm

Plexifarm
Production of optimized 

photovoltaic strips 

Production of 
triple glazing 

units (complete 
windows)

Distribution 
into Italy and 

nearby 
countries

G2P in-house production (Italy and nearby countries)

Global market 
distribution divided in 

territories

Piave vetro

G2P
I.P.

patents

Sale of use licencies 
On territorial basis 

Creation of joint 
ventures

Foreign partners

Knowledge transfer through 
mobile teams
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The strategy
Business relationships

➢ The business plan takes into consideration projects already started with:

➢ Bormioli

➢ Sirti / Ferrovie dello Stato

➢ Other projects / relationships (not considered in the BP) are with:

➢ Kone

➢ Bonfiglioli

➢ Gualini

➢ Coima

➢ International relationships strategic for the sale of user licences or the formation of joint ventures:

➢ Big Investments (UAE)

➢ Multivetro (Brazil; Licence for the whole of South America)

➢ Solaris Power (Czech Republic).
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The strategy
Master plan

2017

Q1

2018 2019

Nano particles Engineering

All components Optimization & integration

Plexifarm Industrialization

Marketing 
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Marketing and 
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Marketing Execution
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Public 
Grants

Nanofarm
industrialization

Product 
certification

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2

2020

Production

2021

Third round of 
funding

Nanofarm scale up

Plexiglass Engineering

Electrical components 
Engineering

Electrical components 
Industrialization

Plexifarm scale-up

Electrical components 
Scale -up
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The strategy
Italy and nearby countries - Industrialization plan

Plexifarm planning and 
completion - basic module

2018 2019 2021

Set-up 
production 
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The strategy
Master plan – Focus on current goals

G2P main goals for each phase:

1. Third Funding round: completion within 1st quarter 2020

2. Continuing scale-up of Nano farm

3. Completing Plexi farm

4. Construction of the “electrical components” factory and final assembly

5. Product certification

6. Italy and nearby countries: Distribution Structure

7. International Distribution Structure.
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The strategy
Go-to market strategy 

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

1. Local industrialization - completion
2. Product certification - completion
3. JV with Dubai co. - set-up
4. Other international regions - set-up
5. Product certification - completion

1. Local production continues scale-up
2. Local sales start & grow
3. International sales structure ready to operate in

different countries
4. Other projects and strategic partnership - on-going

1. Local market - consolidation
2. Boosting Nano-farm production for international sales development
3. Expanding International presence (both new JVs and sales of licenses)

1. Nanofarm continues scale-up and diversification
2. International market consolidation
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The strategy - SWOT analysis

✓ Disruptive product available

✓ Qualified team in place

✓ Properly managed IP

✓ Strong market potential

✓ G2P Awards & Recognitions

✓ Delay in product availability

✓ Further financial need for marketing

✓ Difficulties in sourcing 
subcomponents in the markets

✓ Limitations due to windowpanes’ 
dimensions

✓ BIPV sector: Low competition

✓ Global BIPV market: constant
growth

✓ Product focused on prime
subjects: green energy, smart
cities and Zero energy building

✓ Mid term potential price 

constraints

✓ Sometimes unclear aesthetical 

requests from Architects

✓ Potential Product replicability
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The strategy - Risk analysis and mitigation
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Chapter Five

Company overview
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Company overview
Contacts and Company description

• G2P is an innovative start-up (as in Italian d.l. 179/2012) established in October 

2016, based in Università degli Studi di Milano - Bicocca (UNIMIB), within the 

Materials Science Department. 

• 11 founders provided an initial capital of € 300k. 

• Two capital increases through an Italian equity crowdfunding platform: in July 

2017 for more than € 183k; in July 2018 for € 2.250M. 

• G2P mission is to provide innovative solutions to reduce energy consumption in 

buildings of new generation through the development of LSCs technology.

• The Company owns various patents, purchased from UNIMIB for € 1M after the 

second capital increase.

• In January 2019 the Company set up its operational headquarters in Rovereto

with the support of a grant from Trento Province (€ 1.1 M), covering 66,6% of 

the project costs.

Operational Headquarters 

Via Fortunato Zeni 8, Rovereto (TN)

Via Roberto Cozzi 55, Milan

Telephone
+39 02 6448 5173

Website 
www.glasstopower.com

http://www.glasstopower.com/
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25%

25%25%

25%

Core shareholders subdivision

   - Università di Milano Bicocca

   - Prof. Meinardi

   - Prof. Brovelli

   - Management Innovation srl

Company overview
Shareholding Structure

❑ Evolution of the shareholding structure: 

▪ September 2016: G2P established by 11 founders; 

▪ June 2017: € 183 k raised through Italian equity

crowdfunding platform (€ 300K in total, considering also

initial founders re-investment);

▪ July 2018: € 2.250M through Italian equity crowdfunding

platform;

❑ As in the founders’ Shareholders Agreement, Università

Milano - Bicocca, Management Innovation S.r.l. , Sergio

Brovelli and Francesco Meinardi are core founders, because of

their substantial contribution in the launching of G2P, whereas

the other 7 founders are defined as financing founders.

18%

63%

19%

equity structure

Core shareholders

founders shareholders

Crowdfunding shareholders

40%

8%
27%

8%
2%

4% 11%

Founder shareholders subdivision

   - Federico De Nora SpA

   - Giuliana Angelo

   - Karma srl

   - Limatola Francesco

   - Mauri Michele

   - Sassone Lucio

   - TEC srl

520 crowdfunding 
shareholders
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Company overview
The Team 

Emilio Sassone Corsi 
CEO

Francesco Meinardi
Chairman

Sergio Brovelli
Chairman of the 

Scientific Committee

• Serial Startupper and Entrepreneur, with more than 30-year experience in leading
Italian and international companies

• Innovation Management Professor in 3 Italian universities

• Professor at UNIMIB, more than 170 published papers
• 2 patent applications
• 6 research projects supervised, for an overall value in excess of EUR 1.1 M

• Master’s Degree in Materials Science at UNIMIB, fellowships from London Center for 
Nanotechnology and Los Alamos Director

• Associate Professor in Experimental Physics at UNIMIB Department of Materials Science

Guido Massari
CFO

• Mechanical Engineer at University of Genoa and master class in IMD Lausanne (CH)
• Partner of the consuting division of Medigest S.A., previously associate partner at IBM 

Global Business Services and PwC management consulting

Alberto Cominelli
CTO

• Chemical Engineer
• COO - Industrie De Nora S.p.A.
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Company overview
The Team 

G2P team: 5 members of the board of directors, 2 project managers, 8 R&D, 1 M&C

Angelo Giuliana  
NanoFarm Project 

Manager 

Stefano Della Puppa 
Engineering Director

• Master’s Degree in Physics and Euroatom Scholarship at Max Planck Institut for 
Plasma Physics

• Several experiences in international organizations and in digital, engineering and telco
companies

• Master’s Degree in Chemistry
• More than 25-year experience in managing and designing processes and industrial 

chemical plants in Italian and international companies

Rosario Amodeo  
Director

• Degree in Economic Studies at INSEAD
• Founder and Vice President of Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A., founder and director of 

Karma Srl
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Company overview
The Team 

Alessandra Fiorini 
M&C

Francesco Bruni 
Senior R&D

Graziella Gariano
Senior R&D

• Economics Degree at Bocconi University Milan 
• In charge of G2P’s media and social media channels, E2BNews newsletter and the 

commercial and promotional business relationships

• PhD in Science and Nanotechnology of Materials and studies at the Imperial College of 
London

• Currently working on polymeric nanocomposites

• PhD in Nanochemistry at the Italian Institute for Technology in Genoa
• Currently working on the production of nanoparticles through colloidal synthesis

Marina Gandini 
Senior R&D

• PhD and research fellowship in the Centre for NanoScience and Technology at
Politecnico di Milano

• Currently working on the development of the electrical system of photovoltaic windows 
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Company overview
The Team 

Chiara Capitani
R&D

Francesca Tana 
R&D

Chiara Piotto
R&D

• Degree in Materials Science at UNIMIB and currently studying for PhD
• Currently working on the production of nanoparticles through colloidal synthesis

• PhD in Materials Engineering at Politecnico di Milano and international studies at the 
University of Ottawa

• Currently working on the production of nanoparticles through colloidal synthesis

• PhD in Physics at the University of Trento
• Currently working on the production of nanoparticles through colloidal synthesis

Luca Mariani 
R&D

• Degree in Chemistry at UNIMI
• Currently working on the production of nanoparticles through colloidal synthesis

Claudio Castellan
R&D

• PhD in Physics at the University of Trento
• Currently working on the production of nanoparticles through colloidal synthesis
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Company overview
The Scientific Committee 

• G2P’s Scientific Committee reflects the scientific and strategic vision of the Company and represents G2P in 
institutional bodies in the discussions of scientific projects. Scientific and technical management tasks are 
assigned to the scientific committee, besides guidance and supervision of R&D activities. 

• The committee is composed by eminent professors with outstanding academic background linked to the 
development of G2P’s technology. 

• Prof. Sergio Brovelli is the Chairman of the scientific committee, also formed by the following members: 

Luigi Nicolais
• Professor Emeritus at University of Naples - “Federico II” 
• Former Minister for public administration reforms and innovation (2006-2008) 
• President of CNR (2012-2016)

• Pro-Rector of UNIMIB and Academic of Lincei 
• Member of the Academia Europe and of the European Academy of Sciences

• Director of the Department of Physics at University of Trento 
• Director of NanoScience Lab 

Gianfranco Pacchioni

Lorenzo Pavesi 
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Company overview
Intellectual Property

Patents regarding specifically designed emitters for Luminescent Solar Concentration:
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Company overview
Intellectual Property

Patents regarding specifically designed devices for electrical generation thanks to Luminescent Solar Concentrators:
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Company overview
Awards 

➢ Winner of the Special Recognition Award in the Green Technology
category at the R&D100 Awards in Washington D.C., 9 November 2016.
G2P is the first Italian company winning this esteemed prize in 55 years.

➢ Winner of the SetteGreen Award in Milan, 23 November 2016.
SetteGreen award is promoted by the Italian newspaper Corriere della
Sera, for Italian companies in respect of achievements in innovation and
sustainability.

➢ Special Award from the Italian Chamber of Commerce for
Switzerland and Gold Medal assigned at the 45th International
Exhibition of Inventions in Geneva, 31 March 2017;

➢ Marzotto Ventures Accelerator Program prize for technological
innovation;

➢ Open Innovation for Circularity Award by Cariplo Factory and the
American Chamber of Commerce in Italy, November 2018.
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Chapter Six

Financial plan and pre-money valuation
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Financial and pre-money valuation
Main hypothesis

In the BP we have considered the market

potential of the relevant sector.

➢ Bearing in mind that our new technology is

“disruptive” when the product reaches an

efficiency level equal to or above 3%;

➢ taking into account potential production

based on the industrial plan;

we produced 4 BPs.

1) “Potential Business Plan”: it assumes sale

of the absolute maximum production achievable.

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

market globale 
potenziale in M €

2.321 2.857 3.750 5.625 7.321
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Financial and pre-money valuation
Main hypothesis

➢ We have also developed other 3 BPs embedding

progressively more precautionary scenarios:

✓ 2) BP 1 - Full distribution/Full Production

✓ 3) BP 2A - Licences at zero value

✓ 4) BP 2B - Licences at zero value, but more
restrictive.

➢ We have selected BP 2A to calculate our
financial needs.

➢ All BPs take into consideration a high level of
contingency.

➢ BP is focused only on core activities.

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

potential BP 0,00 0,91 22,10 79,51 136,91

BP 1 0,00 0,00 7,53 34,99 83,69

BP 2A 0,00 0,00 2,59 17,25 49,20

BP 2B 0,00 0,00 2,28 15,93 46,54

0,00
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Financial and pre-money valuation
P&L statements for the different scenarios

Potential Business Plan represents the maximum

reachable turnover based on full potential production and it

assumes:

➢ Direct product distribution into Italy and nearby

countries,

➢ International sale of licences backed by dedicated

teams,

➢ Nanofarm 2023 production of up to 80kg per day as to

support the international market demand.

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

turnover 0 908.648 22.099.266 79.510.905 136.914.120
vendita vetro camere Italia 0 153.800 2.535.750 10.277.100 28.668.150

vendita impianti completi Italia 0 204.848 2.759.344 7.527.515 13.463.792

vendita nano particelle per il mercato globale (A+B) 0 0 2.154.960 15.729.840 44.371.440

vendita di nano particelle per altri business 0 0 0 0 0

vendita licenze d'uso in aree geografiche ben definite: 0 0 0 0 0

sud america 0 500.000 1.277.801 738.728 0

Cina 0 0 4.814.201 6.523.335 0

russia 0 0 1.000.000 3.106.350 1.795.856

altri paesi asiatici 0 0 2.000.000 6.523.335 3.771.298

australia 0 0 0 1.971.671 2.831.841

america del nord e centrale 0 0 2.000.000 6.212.700 3.591.713

africa 0 0 0 1.000.000 3.964.577

sud europa (senza italia) 0 0 1.000.000 2.958.429 1.710.339

europa centrale 0 0 0 5.890.562 7.740.365

nord europa 0 0 0 0 3.078.928

partership 0 0 0 0 0

fatturato dovuto alla quota parte di G2P Italy nelle varie JV 0 0 807.210 6.896.340 16.415.820

progetti finanziati 0 0 0 0 0

altri progetti 0 0 0 0 0

Ferrovie dello stato - greenhub 

vetro cemento (vendita a Bormioli) 800.000 0 1.375.000 2.725.000 3.600.000

serre 0 0 175.000 1.230.000 1.710.000

costs 1.242.340 2.315.364 10.710.537 35.619.995 80.870.393

costi diretti (materie prime + lavorazioni)      
produz. Vetro camere italia 0 134.680 1.915.900 8.582.280 23.940.420

produz. Impianti completi italia 0 183.345 2.097.025 6.292.470 11.284.043

prod nano particelle per il mercato globale 0 0 1.488.000 11.280.000 33.120.000

prod nano particelle per altri business 0 0 0 0 0

costi altri progetti

Ferrovie dello stato - greenhub 0 25.000 100.000 100.000 100.000

vetro cemento (vendita a Bormioli) 0 0 1.031.250 2.180.000 2.880.000

serre 0 0 131.250 922.500 1.282.500

contingency sui costi diretti (parte dal 10% e scende al 4%) 0 34.303 541.074 1.704.605 3.235.381

  costi indiretti 0 0 0 0 0

costi Nanofarm 0 0 0 0 0

materie prime/materiali di consumo per prove R/D 80.000 65.000 40.000 40.000 40.000

spese personale Nanofarm 232.360 298.390 430.000 560.000 680.000

spese ammin. / di rappres. 40.000 45.000 65.000 85.000 100.000

assicurazioni 4.000 4.000 8.000 8.000 12.000

affitto Nanofarm 12.452 14.000 28.000 28.000 40.000

auto aziendale 6.000 6.000 12.000 18.000 18.000

oneri diversi / altre spese 8.000 10.000 10.000 12.000 12.000

costi Plexifarm 0 0 0 0 0

spese personale Plexifarm 82.220 100.000 200.000 300.000 300.000

altri costi / contingency 8.000 10.000 16.000 20.000 20.000

costi Milano Bicocca 0 0 0 0 0

materie prime/materiali di consumo 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000

spese personale bicocca 266.700 300.000 320.000 360.000 400.000

contratto di servizio conto terzi Bicocca 84.000 84.000 84.000 84.000 84.000

canone locazione 12.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 12.000

compensi e rimborsi CdA 89.000 89.000 200.000 400.000 600.000

assicurazioni 8.500 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000

costo anuale protezione brevetti 20.000 20.000 25.000 25.000 25.000

prest. Professionali 38.000 48.000 48.000 48.000 48.000

certificazione prodotti 40.000 50.000 50.000 50.000 50.000

spese di marketing 50.000 60.000 100.000 120.000 160.000

spese generali varie 8.000 10.000 16.000 16.000 20.000

costi struttura commerciale 0 0 0 0 0

struttura commerciale italiana (media 50 K ognuno) 0 50.000 150.000 275.000 350.000

gestione contratti per vendita licenze d'uso 0 56.250 93.750 150.000 150.000

gestione Joint venture + coordinamento progetti 0 56.250 131.250 150.000 150.000

spese di viaggio internazionali complessive 0 37.500 190.000 310.000 320.000

costi per i team di supporto all'industrializzazione 0 0 0 0 0

mobile teams composto da 4 persone ognuno 0 150.000 450.000 600.000 600.000

costi trasferta long term per i mobile team 0 125.000 375.000 500.000 500.000

contingency sui costi indiretti (parte dal 12% e scende fino al 6%) 133.108 207.647 322.038 357.140 307.050

EBITDA -1.242.340 -1.406.717 11.388.729 43.890.910 56.043.727

Cumulative EBITDA -1.242.340 -2.649.057 8.739.672 52.630.582 108.674.310
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Financial and pre-money valuation
P&L statements for the different scenarios

BP 1 reflects sales trend which is strongly affecting

negatively in percentage both turnover and related

costs.

➢ It assumes a time delay in international sales of

licences compared to the Potential BP.

➢ All fixed costs remain unaltered.

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

turnover 0 0 7.525.767 34.989.958 83.689.021
vendita vetro camere Italia 0 0 922.163 5.507.055 20.109.600

vendita impianti completi Italia 0 0 1.003.373 4.033.092 9.444.330

vendita nano particelle per il mercato globale (A+B) 0 0 632.376 5.602.392 21.228.480

vendita di nano particelle per altri business 0 0 0 0 0

vendita licenze d'uso in aree geografiche ben definite: 0 0 0 0 0

sud america 0 0 386.455 258.555 0

Cina 0 0 1.584.970 2.951.402 0

russia 0 0 350.000 1.250.112 1.257.099

altri paesi asiatici 0 0 700.000 2.951.402 2.828.474

australia 0 0 0 812.252 2.056.536

america del nord e centrale 0 0 700.000 2.500.224 2.514.199

africa 0 0 0 500.000 3.077.379

sud europa (senza italia) 0 0 350.000 1.338.504 1.282.755

europa centrale 0 0 0 2.558.704 5.819.428

nord europa 0 0 0 0 2.413.143

partership 0 0 0 0 0

fatturato dovuto alla quota parte di G2P Italy nelle varie JV 0 0 264.555 2.897.640 8.752.599

progetti finanziati 0 0 0 0 0

altri progetti 0 0 0 0 0

Ferrovie dello stato - greenhub 0 0 65.000 87.500 105.000

vetro cemento (vendita a Bormioli) 0 0 496.875 1.198.125 1.900.000

serre 0 0 70.000 543.000 900.000

costs 1.242.340 1.938.037 5.941.528 18.719.692 49.726.541

costi diretti (materie prime + lavorazioni)      
produz. Vetro camere italia 0 0 696.745 4.598.874 16.793.280

produz. Impianti completi italia 0 0 762.614 3.371.864 7.915.320

prod nano particelle per il mercato globale 0 0 436.800 4.022.400 15.854.400

prod nano particelle per altri business 0 0 0 0 0

costi altri progetti

Ferrovie dello stato - greenhub 0 0 32.500 43.750 52.500

vetro cemento (vendita a Bormioli) 0 0 372.656 958.500 1.520.000

serre 0 0 52.500 407.250 675.000

contingency sui costi diretti (parte dal 10% e scende al 4%) 0 0 188.305 771.935 1.900.771

  costi indiretti 0 0 0 0 0

costi Nanofarm 0 0 0 0 0

materie prime/materiali di consumo per prove R/D 80.000 65.000 40.000 40.000 40.000

spese personale Nanofarm 232.360 298.390 430.000 560.000 680.000

spese ammin. / di rappres. 40.000 45.000 65.000 85.000 100.000

assicurazioni 4.000 4.000 8.000 8.000 12.000

affitto Nanofarm 12.452 14.000 28.000 28.000 40.000

auto aziendale 6.000 6.000 6.000 6.000 6.000

oneri diversi / altre spese 8.000 10.000 10.000 12.000 12.000

costi Plexifarm 0 0 0 0 0

spese personale Plexifarm 82.220 100.000 200.000 300.000 300.000

altri costi / contingency 8.000 10.000 16.000 20.000 20.000

costi Milano Bicocca 0 0 0 0 0

materie prime/materiali di consumo 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000

spese personale bicocca 266.700 300.000 320.000 360.000 400.000

contratto di servizio conto terzi Bicocca 84.000 84.000 84.000 84.000 84.000

canone locazione 12.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 12.000

compensi e rimborsi CdA 89.000 89.000 200.000 400.000 600.000

assicurazioni 8.500 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000

costo anuale protezione brevetti 20.000 20.000 25.000 25.000 25.000

prest. Professionali 38.000 48.000 48.000 48.000 48.000

certificazione prodotti 40.000 50.000 50.000 50.000 50.000

spese di marketing 50.000 60.000 100.000 120.000 160.000

spese generali varie 8.000 10.000 16.000 16.000 20.000

costi struttura commerciale 0 0 0 0 0

struttura commerciale italiana (media 50 K ognuno) 0 50.000 150.000 275.000 350.000

gestione contratti per vendita licenze d'uso 0 56.250 93.750 150.000 150.000

gestione Joint venture + coordinamento progetti 0 56.250 131.250 150.000 150.000

spese di viaggio internazionali complessive 0 37.500 190.000 310.000 320.000

costi per i team di supporto all'industrializzazione 0 0 0 0 0

mobile teams composto da 4 persone ognuno 0 150.000 450.000 600.000 600.000

costi trasferta long term per i mobile team 0 125.000 375.000 500.000 500.000

contingency sui costi indiretti (parte dal 12% e scende fino al 6%) 133.108 207.647 321.408 356.120 306.270

EBITDA -1.242.340 -1.938.037 1.584.240 16.270.266 33.962.480

Cumulative EBITDA -1.242.340 -3.180.377 -1.596.137 14.674.129 48.636.609
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Financial and pre-money valuation
P&L statements for the different scenarios

BP 2A, the basis for pre-money calculation, assumes:

➢ Activity creating turnover only from 2021;

➢ International sale of licences at “zero” value, but

profiting from royalty structure.

It is obviously more conservative than the BP1.

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

turnover 0 0 2.587.193 17.254.054 49.197.362
vendita vetro camere Italia 0 0 494.550 3.292.263 11.857.482

vendita impianti completi Italia 0 0 538.003 2.411.167 5.568.782

vendita nano particelle per il mercato globale (A+B) + royalty 0 0 535.680 7.236.787 22.373.568

vendita di nano particelle per altri business 0 0 0 0 0

vendita licenze d'uso in aree geografiche ben definite: 0 0 0 0 0

sud america 0 0 0 0 0

Cina 0 0 0 0 0

russia 0 0 0 0 0

altri paesi asiatici 0 0 0 0 0

australia 0 0 0 0 0

america del nord e centrale 0 0 0 0 0

africa 0 0 0 0 0

sud europa (senza italia) 0 0 0 0 0

europa centrale 0 0 0 0 0

nord europa 0 0 0 0 0

rimborso spese per i mobile team

partership 0 0 0 0 0

fatturato dovuto alla quota parte di G2P Italy nelle varie JV 0 0 99.585 1.886.987 6.024.830

progetti finanziati 0 0 0 0 0

altri progetti 0 0 0 0 0

Ferrovie dello stato - greenhub 0 0 35.000 63.000 82.000

vetro cemento (vendita a Bormioli) 800.000 0 290.625 870.250 1.486.000

serre 0 0 43.750 393.600 704.700

costs 1.220.155 1.457.929 4.078.382 13.664.635 34.579.928

costi diretti (materie prime + lavorazioni)      
produz. Vetro camere italia 0 0 373.660 2.749.328 9.902.038

produz. Impianti completi italia 0 0 408.985 2.015.789 4.667.212

prod nano particelle per il mercato globale 0 0 172.800 3.100.320 12.173.760

prod nano particelle per altri business 0 0 0 0 0

costi altri progetti

Ferrovie dello stato - greenhub 0 0 17.500 31.500 41.000

vetro cemento (vendita a Bormioli) 0 0 217.969 696.200 1.188.800

serre 0 0 32.813 295.200 528.525

contingency sui costi diretti (parte dal 10% e scende al 4%) 0 0 73.424 410.430 1.140.053

  costi indiretti 0 0 0 0 0

costi Nanofarm 0 0 0 0 0

materie prime/materiali di consumo per prove R/D 80.000 65.000 40.000 40.000 40.000

spese personale Nanofarm 232.360 298.390 430.000 560.000 680.000

spese ammin. / di rappres. 40.000 45.000 65.000 85.000 100.000

assicurazioni 4.000 4.000 8.000 8.000 12.000

affitto Nanofarm 12.452 14.000 28.000 28.000 40.000

auto aziendale 6.000 6.000 6.000 6.000 6.000

oneri diversi / altre spese 8.000 10.000 10.000 12.000 12.000

costi Plexifarm 0 0 0 0 0

spese personale Plexifarm 82.220 100.000 200.000 300.000 300.000

altri costi / contingency 8.000 10.000 16.000 20.000 20.000

costi Milano Bicocca 0 0 0 0 0

materie prime/materiali di consumo 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000

spese personale bicocca 266.700 300.000 320.000 360.000 400.000

contratto di servizio conto terzi Bicocca 84.000 84.000 84.000 84.000 84.000

canone locazione 12.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 12.000

compensi e rimborsi CdA 89.000 89.000 200.000 400.000 600.000

assicurazioni 8.500 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000

costo anuale protezione brevetti 20.000 20.000 25.000 25.000 25.000

prest. Professionali 38.000 48.000 48.000 48.000 48.000

certificazione prodotti 40.000 50.000 50.000 50.000 50.000

spese di marketing 50.000 60.000 100.000 120.000 160.000

spese generali varie 8.000 10.000 16.000 16.000 20.000

costi struttura commerciale 0 0 0 0 0

struttura commerciale italiana (media 50 K ognuno) 0 50.000 150.000 275.000 150.000

gestione contratti per vendita licenze d'uso 0 56.250 93.750 150.000 75.000

gestione Joint venture + coordinamento progetti 0 56.250 131.250 150.000 75.000

spese di viaggio internazionali complessive 0 37.500 190.000 310.000 160.000

costi per i team di supporto all'industrializzazione 0 0 0 0 0

mobile teams composto da 4 persone ognuno 0 150.000 450.000 600.000 300.000

costi trasferta long term per i mobile team 0 125.000 375.000 500.000 250.000

contingency sui costi indiretti (parte dal 12% e scende fino al 6%) 110.923 132.539 199.483 285.618 279.540

EBITDA -1.220.155 -1.457.929 -1.491.189 3.589.420 14.617.434

Cumulative EBITDA -1.220.155 -2.678.084 -4.169.273 -579.854 14.037.581
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Financial and pre-money valuation
P&L statements for the different scenarios

BP 2B is the most conservative of the

scenarios.

➢ It assumes lower turnover forecast than BP

2A, but implying a reduction in fixed costs.

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

turnover 0 0 2.275.008 15.929.289 46.537.469
vendita vetro camere Italia 0 0 461.790 3.024.990 11.214.693

vendita impianti completi Italia 0 0 502.374 2.215.438 5.266.900

vendita nano particelle per il mercato globale (A+B) + royalty 0 0 456.883 6.705.024 20.988.346

vendita di nano particelle per altri business 0 0 0 0 0

vendita licenze d'uso in aree geografiche ben definite: 0 0 0 0 0

sud america 0 0 0 0 0

Cina 0 0 0 0 0

russia 0 0 0 0 0

altri paesi asiatici 0 0 0 0 0

australia 0 0 0 0 0

america del nord e centrale 0 0 0 0 0

africa 0 0 0 0 0

sud europa (senza italia) 0 0 0 0 0

europa centrale 0 0 0 0 0

nord europa 0 0 0 0 0

rimborso spese per i mobile team

partership 0 0 0 0 0

fatturato dovuto alla quota parte di G2P Italy nelle varie JV 0 0 99.585 1.886.987 6.024.830

progetti finanziati 0 0 0 0 0

altri progetti 0 0 0 0 0

Ferrovie dello stato - greenhub 0 0 35.000 63.000 82.000

vetro cemento (vendita a Bormioli) 800.000 0 290.625 870.250 1.486.000

serre 0 0 43.750 393.600 704.700

costs 1.197.971 1.408.741 3.649.422 12.268.548 31.982.294

costi diretti (materie prime + lavorazioni)      
produz. Vetro camere italia 0 0 348.908 2.526.132 9.365.252

produz. Impianti completi italia 0 0 381.893 1.852.143 4.414.204

prod nano particelle per il mercato globale 0 0 146.880 2.874.720 11.420.640

prod nano particelle per altri business 0 0 0 0 0

costi altri progetti

Ferrovie dello stato - greenhub 0 0 17.500 31.500 41.000

vetro cemento (vendita a Bormioli) 0 0 217.969 696.200 1.188.800

serre 0 0 32.813 295.200 528.525

contingency sui costi diretti (parte dal 10% e scende al 4%) 0 0 57.298 299.410 808.753

  costi indiretti 0 0 0 0 0

costi Nanofarm 0 0 0 0 0

materie prime/materiali di consumo per prove R/D 80.000 65.000 40.000 40.000 40.000

spese personale Nanofarm 232.360 298.390 430.000 560.000 680.000

spese ammin. / di rappres. 40.000 45.000 65.000 85.000 100.000

assicurazioni 4.000 4.000 8.000 8.000 12.000

affitto Nanofarm 12.452 14.000 28.000 28.000 40.000

auto aziendale 6.000 6.000 6.000 6.000 6.000

oneri diversi / altre spese 8.000 10.000 10.000 12.000 12.000

costi Plexifarm 0 0 0 0 0

spese personale Plexifarm 82.220 100.000 200.000 300.000 300.000

altri costi / contingency 8.000 10.000 16.000 20.000 20.000

costi Milano Bicocca 0 0 0 0 0

materie prime/materiali di consumo 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000

spese personale bicocca 266.700 300.000 320.000 360.000 400.000

contratto di servizio conto terzi Bicocca 84.000 84.000 84.000 84.000 84.000

canone locazione 12.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 12.000

compensi e rimborsi CdA 89.000 89.000 200.000 400.000 600.000

assicurazioni 8.500 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000

costo anuale protezione brevetti 20.000 20.000 25.000 25.000 25.000

prest. Professionali 38.000 48.000 48.000 48.000 48.000

certificazione prodotti 40.000 50.000 50.000 50.000 50.000

spese di marketing 50.000 60.000 100.000 120.000 160.000

spese generali varie 8.000 10.000 16.000 16.000 20.000

costi struttura commerciale 0 0 0 0 0

struttura commerciale italiana (media 50 K ognuno) 0 35.000 105.000 192.500 105.000

gestione contratti per vendita licenze d'uso 0 39.375 65.625 105.000 52.500

gestione Joint venture + coordinamento progetti 0 39.375 91.875 105.000 52.500

spese di viaggio internazionali complessive 0 26.250 133.000 217.000 112.000

costi per i team di supporto all'industrializzazione 0 0 0 0 0

mobile teams composto da 4 persone ognuno 0 105.000 315.000 420.000 210.000

costi trasferta long term per i mobile team 0 87.500 262.500 350.000 175.000

contingency sui costi indiretti (parte dal 12% e scende fino al 6%) 88.739 104.351 132.536 175.869 162.120

EBITDA -1.197.971 -1.408.741 -1.374.414 3.660.740 14.555.175

Cumulative EBITDA -1.197.971 -2.606.712 -3.981.126 -320.385 14.234.790
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Financial and pre-money valuation
Factories investments

➢ 2019 investments have already been approved and accounted for.

➢ Further investments are required by BP 2A.

➢ Strips production (back contacts and final assembly) accounts for an estimated overall investment of € 1.2M

based on initial assumptions and an ongoing industrialization project.

2019 investments already approved 0 0 0 0 0

Nanofarm 210.000 0 0 0 0

Plexifarm 350.000 0 0 0 0

Milano Bicocca 405.000 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

2020 - 2023 investments 0 0 0 0 0

Nanofarm 0 125.125 508.000 927.590 1.923.451

Plexifarm 0 91.275 112.500 23.750 10.000

production scale-up back contacts and final assembly 0 939.125 135.250 87.500 51.250

Milano bicocca 0 300.000 0 0 0

contingency from 15% up to 18% 115.800 145.553 60.460 93.496 158.776

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023
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Financial and pre-money valuation
Pre-money valuation

➢ Pre-money valuation has been produced by Prof. Sancetta (University of Roma La Sapienza).

➢ Methods applied:

➢ Main method: DCF (Discounted Cash Flow) calculation

➢ Check method: VCM (Venture Capital Method)

➢ The final pre-money value has been fixed at € 21,960,000.

Note: please refer to the company valuation document.

Method Value

DCF € 21,960,000

VCM € 22,012,000
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Chapter Seven

Financial needs
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Financial needs
Calculation

➢ Considering the BP 2A, P&L combined with the investment, the overall amount needed is approx. € 6M.

➢ Including a precautionary buffer of € 2M, we aim at a CAPITAL INCREASE of € 8M.

Q1 2019 Q2 2019 Q3 2019 Q4 2019 Q1 2020 Q2 2020 Q3 2020 Q4 2020 Q1 2021 Q2 2021 Q3 2021 Q4 2021 Q1 2022 Q2 2022 Q3 2022 Q4 2022 Q1 2023 Q2 2023 Q3 2023 Q4 2023

Cumulative value 1.908.298 874.619 517.195 -37.633 -962.601 -1.839.389 -2.393.795 -3.096.640 -3.969.933 -4.563.668 -5.013.675 -5.404.039 -5.765.362 -5.474.417 -4.474.835 -2.946.955 -894.246 2.065.303 5.597.752 9.527.002

-8.000.000

-6.000.000

-4.000.000

-2.000.000

0

2.000.000

4.000.000

6.000.000

8.000.000

10.000.000

12.000.000

€

andamento fabbisogno di cassa in funzione del BP 2A
considerando disponibilità di cassa iniziale ed investimenti 

Need of € 5.75M
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Financial needs
Considerations

The main priorities as in the Master plan are:

➢ Industrialization and ongoing scale-up of the existing assets (like Nanofarm)

➢ Local sales structure set-up

➢ International sales structure set-up

➢ Management of all activities to reach break-even point.
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Financial needs
Structure & Timing of Capital Increase

➢ Pre-money valuation € 21,960,000.

➢ Number of existing shares: 450,000

➢ Share value: € 48.8

➢ Number of newly available shares as from planned capital increase: 180,000

Right of first 
refusal for 

current
shareholders

Current
shareholders 

nclaimed rights

New shareholders

21/10/2019 18/11/201904/11/2019 30/06/2020

Notes:

➢ New governance to be defined based
on new shareholders structure

➢ 20,000 shares = 1 seat in the Board
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Financial needs
Our Partners

➢ Orrick (Vendor Due Diligence and legal support)

➢ Fraunhofer Institute (Technology validation)

➢ Philips Consulting Division (Market and competitor analysis)

➢ Prof. G. Sancetta (Pre-money valuation)

➢ Arkios (Financial advisory and deal coordination)

➢ Consultants, professionals (sourcing new investors)
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Financial needs
Reasons for investing
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Chapter Eight

Documentation
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Documentation
List of documents

➢ Business plan for VDD – produced by G2P (Italian & English)

➢ Management Summary BP G2P – produced by G2P (Italian & English)

➢ G2P Relazione di valutazione – produced by Prof. Sancetta (Italian)

➢ Final report G2P BIPV Market Study – produced by Philips (English)

➢ Philips BIPV review by Max Fordham – produced by Philips (English)

➢ Solar concentrators competitive deep-dive – produced by Philips (English)

➢ G2P – PV windows Technology report  - produced by G2P (English)

➢ G2P - Tax DD – produced by Orrick (Italian)

➢ Vendor DD report G2P – produced by Orrick (Italian) 

➢ Report Fraunhofer ISE valuation G2P technology – produced by Fraunhofer Institute (English)
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Chapter Nine

Contacts
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Contacts

Emilio Sassone Corsi

CEO - Glass to Power SpA

E-mail: ceo@glasstopower.com

Mobile phone: +39 349 6631533

Guido Massari

Member of the Board & CFO - Glass to Power SpA

E-mail: guido.massari@glasstopower.com

Mobile phone: +39 334 6051758

mailto:ceo@glasstopower.com
mailto:guido.massari@glasstopower.com

